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Introduction
MTH Network is the platform to Buy & Sell digital assets with crypto currency.
The intersection of crypto, community, and creativity. MTHN is a
decentralized social NFT marketplace built for creators and collectors.
Explore individually veried and curated NFT creators. Invest in veried
artists. User can buy and sell their Digital Assets with MTHN Token.
Digital products are intangible assets or media that can be distributed
online without the need to source or manage physical inventory. These
products will be delivered in downloadable or streamable formats, such as
PDFs, MP3s, videos, software, or templates. Anyone can buy & sell these
products with MTHN coin. Quick rundown of 25 digital product ideas to sell
online: Courses, Videos, Ebooks, Written templates (scripts, résumés, emails,
etc.), Checklists, Spreadsheets, Photos, Fonts, Icons, Logos, Graphics,
Infographics, Illustrations, Digital art, Animations, Graphic templates,
Overlays, Editing presets (for images, videos, or audio), Online magazines,
Software, Online tools, Membership sites, Audio (music, samples, loops,
podcasts, etc.), Planners, Research (statistics, reports, etc.).
We believe the future of crypto does not consist of a single general-purpose
blockchain that rules them all, but rather a series of dominant, specialized
blockchains, each tailored to a particular category of applications. MTHN
represents a more than two-year effort to create a blockchain capable of
decentralizing the social media category, and we believe it presents the
rst clear path to solving the existing problems that plague social media
today.
Everyone has their own creator coin that anyone can invest in. Proceeds
from NFT sales ow to both creators and coin-holders. Follow and Support
with your favorite creators and collectors. Post and interact on MTH feed
and be discovered.
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NFT Marketplace
NFTs are digital or virtual tokens that exist on a blockchain network and
represent ownership of digital items, like music, artwork, etc. NFTs aren't
“fungible” By, denition they cannot replace each other, something
cryptocurrencies like Bitcoins, Ethereum, and others can do.
While cryptocurrencies can be used as digital currency, Non-Fungible
Tokens (NFTs) are more like trading cards, which can be exchanged but
one card can't replace another.
MTHN NFT Marketplace Overview
MTHN NFT marketplace platform is a best of its kind.
The MTH Network has been accepting applications from collectors &
creators.
The MTH Network marketplace will include gas fees of only $1 and host
works of Art, visual, Audio, Creates and Photographs. MTH Network has also
whitelisted some creators who will be releasing their works on the
marketplace early.
MTHN marketplace runs on the Tron Block Chain. It uses the MTHN token for
running crypto transactions.
The cryptocurrency platform will follow a xed price model for now and also
allow bidding for NFTs in the future trading.
The collectors can buy NFTs via the MTHN platform through its native token
MTHN. Moreover, NFT will not take bids for the pieces on sale for the now
option and will go ahead with the 'xed price sale' concept. However, the
cryptocurrency tokens can be later transferred to various blockchain
networks, like Ethereum.
Tangible Assets are physical items like cash, inventory, buildings, vehicles,
equipment, and investments.
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Intangible Assets basically do not exist in physical form like prepaid
expenses, accounts receivable and patents, and goodwill.
For Example:
Kali - A symbol of feminine empowerment and Animated on MotionLeap
2160x2880 .mp4 read less.
Sold for 2910 WRX 3,500.73 USD
NFTs and Social Media
When someone buys a piece of art or a collectible item, they do so in part
because it brings them personal joy, but in part because they want to show
it off. A major superpower MTH Network has is that every feature that's
added to it has an inherent social component built-in, and NFTs are no
exception.
In the case of MTHN NFTs, we have an opportunity to show off a user's NFT
collection on their prole, and to allow users to engage around their NFTs via
comments, likes, diamonds, and more. Suddenly, the act of buying an NFT
shifts from a purely personal and/or economic motive to an inherently
social one. In addition, because MTHN has a concept of identity in the form
of a user's prole, the reputation of the issuer is tied into the NFT in a much
more meaningful way, especially for celebrities and superstars with preexisting brands. This not only increases the value of MTHN NFTs, but we think it
will also lead to all kinds of interesting dynamics that mix collecting, exing,
and social.
New NFT Use Cases
Meet Expert : Selling experiences as NFTs makes unique sense on MTH
Network. For example, creators with large followings can meet or to host
meeting with a handful of their biggest fans by minting and selling a "one of
10" NFT. NFTs are inherently social, the creator can engage their followers
by asking them to comment explaining why they want to join before they
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place a bid.
Collectible Ticket: If you were to sell tickets to a event, party, premiere of a
movie exclusive gala or concert in the form of MTHN NFTs, then every
attendee would automatically get a virtual ticket on their prole and their
friends can also see the ticket.
Digital Premium Room: Imagine selling a physical piece of memorabilia,
like a prop from a movie set, with an NFT attached, issued by the original
seller, that the buyer gets to ex on their prole. This turns a user's prole into
an inventory of their collector's room, where you can see all of the cool
things they own, both in the digital and physical world, with NFTs serving as
certicates of authenticity issued and signed directly by the original seller.
Exclusive Chat Groups: Creators can offer exclusive chat groups using
MTHN NFTs to gate access. For example, a creator can sell a 1/100 NFT such
that any current owner of the NFT is able to participate in an exclusive
Telegram group, weekly Zoom call, etc.
In the crypto space, non-fungible tokens are the recent crypto trend and
most of the traders are speaking about this topic everywhere. The NFTs have
already commenced revolutionizing the cryptocurrency sector because
non-fungible tokens can be unique, indivisible, non-interchangeable, and
bringing in digital scarcity. The non-fungible tokens are kind of collectible
tokens with unique attributes. The items can be painting, digital art, gaming
tools, GIFs, tweets, etc. Each non-fungible token contains some essential
elements like the owner's identication number, extended metadata, le
links, and other information recorded in the smart contract. The NFT
standards are widely used in various areas where open-source blockchain
platforms are used. However, most of the non-fungible tokens are based on
the Ethereum blockchain (ERC721 standard).
As many people are already aware of Ethereum's ERC721 standard for
developing Ethereum-based non-fungible tokens. Like Ethereum, the Tron is
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also a powerful blockchain platform that offers a wide range of
opportunities for developers for creating tokens, dapps, smart contracts,
etc. Tron already has two prominent crypto token standards for crypto
token development such as TRC10 and TRC20. But recently, Tron has
launched a new NFT standard named TRC721 which is becoming a popular
token standard in the global crypto marketplace.
In recent times, some people are still thinking that the Tron blockchain is
imitating the Ethereum network and would have the chance to podcast
with the arrival of the new TRC721 NFT standard that functions similarly to the
ERC721 token standard. This token standard has been created for the
innovation and application of the NFT development. However, the Tron
blockchain network had really made a bold attempt and helped many
blockchain developers to create a unique non-fungible token for the
business.
What is a TRC721 Token?
TRC721 is a kind of non-fungible token standard convention on the Tron
blockchain network. Every token which is agreeable with the TRC721
standard has a special ID that makes it indispensable. The TRC721 token
standard was rst announced in December 2020. These tokens are noninterchangeable so it has a unique value and can not be traded on the
same type. This standard allows any type of collectible to launch an NFT on
top of the Tron blockchain network. The collectibles or items can be digital
art, oil paintings, images, gaming proles, logos, stickers, GIFs, or whatever.
The TRC721 token standard interface permits applications to track and
move non-fungible tokens on the Tron blockchain platform. TRC721 plays a
signicant role as TRC20 standard tokens. The tokens which are created
with the TRC721 standard by using the Tron blockchain are called TRC721
tokens. This kind of token will have a unique identier. So it allows you to
move items in digital form without compromising their value in a risk-free
manner.
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The tokens developed by using the TRC721 standard can represent any
digital type of tangible asset. Thus, people will be able to easily manage
and own data related to a specic document. By doing this, it will
safeguard industries where fraud and plagiarism products are common.
Tron network founder expressed that blockchain developers will be able to
apply the TRC721 token standard effectively to their products. Apart from
this, he also expressed that the TRC721 standard tokens will nd different
applications in the future which will make the cryptocurrency economy
stronger and uplift the uniqueness of blockchain technology worldwide.
TRC721-based non-fungible token example – Cryptoowers is a game like
Cryptokitties which is a popular ERC721 token. In the cryptoowers, you can
collect and breed digital owers. By using smart contracts and the Tron
blockchain, one can exchange unique cryptoowers in a hassle-free
manner.
Why is the TRC721 Standard so Important in Tron Network?
The TRC721 standard allows every non-fungible token to have its
exceptional worth. Also, making it conceivable to move certiable things
on-chain in an advanced structure without bargaining their rst-class
qualities. The non-fungible tokens created by using the TRC721 standard will
address any sort of computerized resources and opens the route for
individuals to claim information identied with an unmistakable receipt.
The blockchain developers will think that it's simpler to apply the TRC721
standard to their own items and applications on account of the procient
and nancially public chain framework of TRON. As already said, the Tron
blockchain had truly begun its non-fungible token venture by rst declaring
in the long stretch of December 2020. The Tron's NFT standard is meant to
open up with some new opportunities for the applications that are based
on the Tron network with its versatile highlights.
Presently, many Decentralized Finance based projects are trying to
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integrate with non-fungible tokens to enhance their ecosystems. On the ip
side, many startups and crypto enthusiasts strongly believe that this TRC721
standard token will create several opportunities for developers and
engineers on the Tron blockchain network.
Prominent NFT Platforms under TRC721 Standard
At this current time, the non-fungible token is already in the hype and
grabbing the attention of many traders in the marketplace. Therefore, most
of the digital collectible is becoming a non-fungible token, and owners of
the NFT are selling them at higher prices in the NFT marketplace for making a
lucrative amount of money. When it comes to the TRC721 standard token,
some nest NFT platforms are ruling the entire marketplace. Here we list a
few prominent non-fungible token platforms that are compatible with
TRC721 standard tokens.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

NFT for Games
Art Tokenization
NFT for Sports
Real Estate
Lending platform
Fashion Industry
NFT for music
Content Subscriptions platform

Presently, most traders, investors, and speculators are showing interest in
buying & selling non-fungible tokens to make an enormous amount of
prots. Apart from this, the non-fungible tokens have high potential benets
and many big companies are making a digital collectible as a non-fungible
token and launching them in the NFT marketplace to make prots. As
already said, there are lots of blockchain platforms you can use for creating
NFT. But Tron network stands unique and the Tron community believes that
the TRC721 token standard will offer many business opportunities for
developers, startups, and speculators in the crypto sector.
Some crypto experts in the blockchain space believe that the TRC721
standard tokens will be competitive to Ethereum's ERC721 tokens in the NFT
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marketplace. But as of now, the ERC721 tokens stand top in the NFT
ecosystem. Even though many startups are preferring the Tron blockchain
network due to its popularity in the marketplace and attributes of the
TRC721 standard. Such as ownership, transparency, interoperable manner,
indivisibility, and uniqueness. Now, let us see some notable reasons to
choose Tron blockchain for creating an NFT.
1.

The Tron blockchain stands out from the crowd and chargebacks on

the grounds. Because this blockchain platform has a computerized smart
contract framework to take out such activities. The Tron network depends
on the non-fungible token stage for encountering high adaptability and
boosting up frameworks capacity to upgrade trading speed effortlessly.
2.

The whole NFT transaction occurring in the Tron blockchain is

straightforward. The agreement convention in the non-fungible token will
provide a secure trading experience and a trustless environment.
3.

Tron's advancement and improvement can give answers for some

enterprises, Fintech, coordinations, and medical care.
4.

The TRC721 standard tokens are generally created and

accompanied by non-fungible token-based agreements for simple trade,
highlights, and printing measures. The TRC721 symbol can be easily
modied by nancial backers as per their needs. Therefore, the Tron
improvement will answer for connecting with Smart agreements.
5.

Tron crypto wallet improvement with the non-fungible token

incorporation accompanies adaptable wallets that help the TRC721
standard tokens. Anyone can store and receive the tokens by utilizing this
TRON wallet.
6.

The smart contract advancement in the Tron blockchain is created

and conveyed by checking the robustness language for executing trading.
The Smart agreement sends both to open and private organizations.
In recent times, the Tron network is focusing on charging less fee for each
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transaction in the NFT platform. So launching a non-fungible token on top of
Tron's TRC721 standard will help you to reach greater heights in the global
NFT marketplace. That's why there is a great demand for the best TRC721
token development service in the crypto space.
Salient Features of TRC721 Token Development
In every article, we mention that features play an important role when it
comes to the blockchain business. Advanced features that you enable into
the TRC721 standard token will help you to become a successful
entrepreneur in the NFT marketplace. Here we list a few extraordinary
features that you can get from the nest TRC721 token development
service.
1.
Secure payment transaction.
2.
P2P decentralized network.
3.
Swapping of tokens.
4.
Track transactions.
5.
Record transactions
6.
No limitations to transfer data
7.
High-speed transaction.
8.
Highly scalable
9.
Highly customizable.
10.
Smart contract integration.
11.
In-built security mechanism with proof-of-stake(PoS) consensus
mechanism.
You can get all these ideal features from the rst-class TRC721 token
development service provider.
The unique identity and ownership of an NFT is veriable via the blockchain
ledger.[8] Ownership of the NFT is often associated with a license to use the
underlying digital asset, but generally does not confer copyright to the
buyer, some agreements only grant a license for personal, non-commercial
use, while other licenses also allow commercial use of the underlying digital
asset.
Digital art
Some digital art NFTs, like these pixel art characters, are examples of
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Generative art
Digital art was an early use case for NFTs, because of the ability of
blockchain technology to assure the unique signature and ownership of
NFTs. The digital artwork entitled "Everydays: the First 5000 Days", by artist
Mike Winkelmann, also known as Beeple, sold for US$69.3 million in 2021. The
purchase resulted in the third-highest auction price achieved for a living
artist, after Jeff Koons and David Hockney, respectively.
Another Beeple piece entitled "Crossroad", consisting of a 10-second video
showing animated pedestrians walking past a gure of Donald J. Trump,
sold for US$6.6 million at Nifty Gateway in March 2021.
A 3D-rendered model of a home named "Mars House", created by artist
Krista Kim, was sold as a piece of digital real estate on the NFT market for
over US$500,000.
In August, 2021, Erwin Wurm became one of the rst internationally
renowned artists to release an NFT. The work "Breathe In, Breathe Out" was
released by Berlin-based art gallery König Galerie, via their website, MISA,
20 years after Wurm's rst Fat Car sculpture. The sequence shows a loop of a
seemingly breathing Porsche 911.
Curio Cards, a digital set of 30 unique cards considered the rst NFT art
collectibles on the Ethereum blockchain, sold for $1.2 million at Christie's
Post-War to Present auction. The lot included the card "17b," a rare digital
"misprint" (a series of which were made by mistake
Some NFT collections are examples of generative art, where many different
images can be created by assembling a selection of simple picture
components in different combinations.
Collectibles
NFTs can represent digital collectibles like physical card collections,
however in a completely digital format. In February 2021, a LeBron James
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slam dunk NFT card on the NBA Top Shot platform sold for $208,000.
Ticketing
Tickets, for any type of event, have been suggested for sale as NFTs. Such
proposals would enable event organizers or performers to garner royalties
on resales.
Games
NFTs can also be used to represent in-game assets, such as digital plots of
land, which are controlled by the user instead of the game developer. NFTs
allow assets to be traded on third-party marketplaces without permission
from the game developer.
In October 2021, developer Valve banned applications that use
blockchain technology or NFTs to exchange value or game artifacts from
their Steam platform.[28]
Virtual worlds
Community NFTs such as "Bored Ape Yacht Club" and "Pudgy Penguins"
entitle token holders to benets, including membership entry to a private
Discord server by validating the NFT exists in their wallet.
Described as the Metaverse, virtual worlds such as Decentraland, Sandbox,
Star Atlas, CryptoVoxels, and Somnium Space allow users to create galleries
to show off NFT art, clothes, real estate and attend live events with friends
online. They use NFTs to auction off limited objects such as virtual land. The
open standards means users can seamlessly transact and bring external
NFT objects onto their purchased land. In June 2021, a plot of virtual land
sized 16 acres on Decentraland was sold for $913,228.20.
Music
Blockchain and the technology enabling the network have given the
opportunity for musicians to tokenize and publish their work as non-fungible
tokens. As their popularity grew in 2021, NFTs were used by artists and touring
musicians to recuperate lost income due to the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic.
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In February 2021, NFTs reportedly generated around $25 million within the
music industry. On February 28, 2021, electronic dance musician 3LAU sold
a collection of 33 NFTs for a total of $11.7 million to commemorate the threeyear anniversary of his Ultraviolet album. On March 3, 2021, rock band Kings
of Leon became the rst to announce the release of a new album, When
You See Yourself, in the form of an NFT which generated a reported $2
million in sales. Other musicians that have used NFTs include American
rapper Lil Pump, visual artist Shepard Fairey in collaboration with record
producer Mike Dean, and rapper Eminem.
Film
In May 2018, 20th Century Fox partnered with Atom Tickets and released
limited-edition Deadpool 2 digital posters to promote the lm. They were
available from Opensea.io and the GFT exchange. In March 2021 Adam
Benzine's 2015 documentary Claude Lanzmann: Spectres of the Shoah
became the rst motion picture and documentary lm to be auctioned as
an NFT.
In 2021, an NFT associated with the score of the movie Triumph, composed
by Gregg Leonard, was minted as the rst NFT for a feature lm score.
Other projects in the lm industry using NFTs include the announcement that
an exclusive NFT artwork collection will be released for Godzilla vs. Kong
and director Kevin Smith announcing in April 2021 that his forthcoming
horror movie Killroy Was Here would be released as an NFT. The 2021 lm
Zero Contact, directed by Rick Dugdale and starring Anthony Hopkins, was
also released as an NFT.
Memes
A number of internet memes have been associated with NFTs, which were
minted and sold by their creators or by their subjects. Examples include
Doge, an image of a Shiba Inu dog whose NFT was sold for $4 million in June
2021, as well as Charlie Bit My Finger, Nyan Cat and Disaster Girl.
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Sports
NFTs have also been used in sports, in September 2019, NBA player Spencer
Dinwiddie tokenized his contract so that others can invest into it. In addition,
Dapper Labs, a blockchain technology-based company, has
collaborated with the NBA to create "NBA Top Shot", a marketplace for
digital highlight clips.
Fashion
In 2019, Nike acquired a patent that allows for blockchain technology to
attach cryptographically secured digital assets in the form of NFTs to
physical products, such as a pair of sneakers, under the name "CryptoKicks".
Pornography
Some porn stars have also tokenized their pornographic work, allowing for
the sale of unique content for their customers, though hostility from NFT
marketplaces towards pornographic material has presented signicant
drawbacks for creators.
Academia
In May 2021, UC Berkeley announced that it would be auctioning NFTs for
the patent disclosures for two Nobel Prize-winning inventions: CRISPR-Cas9
gene editing and cancer immunotherapy. The university will continue to
own the patents for these inventions, as the NFTs relate only to the university
patent disclosure form, an internal form used by the university for
researchers to disclose inventions. The NFTs were sold on June 8, 2021, for 22
ETH (ca. $55,000).
Political protest
The rst credited political protest NFT ("Destruction of Nazi Monument
Symbolizing Contemporary Lithuania") was a video lmed by Professor
Stanislovas Tomas on April 8, 2019, and minted on March 29th, 2021. In the
video, Tomas destroys a state-sponsored Lithuanian plaque locate on the
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Lithuanian Academy of Sciences honoring Nazi war criminal Jonas Noreika
with a sledgehammer.
Performance art
In March, 2021, Injective Protocol (through the name BurntBanksy)
destroyed a $95,000 original screen print entitled "Morons" from the famous
English grafti artist Banksy as an act of performance art which they minted
and sold as a video NFT. According to the performance artist, the act was a
way to transfer a physical work of art to the NFT space.
Copyright
Ownership of an NFT does not inherently grant copyright to whatever digital
asset the token represents. While someone may sell an NFT representing
their work, the buyer will not necessarily receive copyright privileges when
ownership of the NFT is changed and so the original owner is allowed to
create more NFTs of the same work. In that sense, an NFT is merely a proof of
ownership that is separate from a copyright. According to legal scholar
Rebecca Tushnet, "In one sense, the purchaser acquires whatever the art
world thinks they have acquired. They denitely do not own the copyright to
the underlying work unless it is explicitly transferred." In practice, NFT
purchasers do not generally acquire the copyright of the underlying
artwork.
Standards in blockchains
Specic token standards have been created to support various blockchain
use-cases. These include the Ethereum ERC-721 standard of CryptoKitties,
and the more recent ERC-1155 standard.[75] The FLOW and Bitcoin Cash
blockchains support NFTs.
Ethereum
ERC-721 was the rst standard for representing non-fungible digital assets on
the Ethereum blockchain. ERC-721 is an inheritable Solidity smart contract
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standard, meaning that developers can create new ERC-721-compliant
contracts by importing them from the OpenZeppelin library. ERC-721
provides core methods that allow tracking the owner of a unique identier,
as well as a permissioned way for the owner to transfer the asset to others.
The ERC-1155 standard offers "semi-fungibility", as well as providing a
superset of ERC-721 functionality (meaning that an ERC-721 asset could be
built using ERC-1155). Unlike ERC-721 where a unique ID represents a single
asset, the unique ID of an ERC-1155 token represent a class of assets, and
there is an additional quantity eld to represent the amount of the class that
a particular wallet has. The assets under the same class are
interchangeable, and the user can transfer any amount of assets to others.
FLOW
The FLOW blockchain which uses proof of stake consensus model supports
NFTs, for example NBA Top Shot is run on the FLOW blockchain. Cryptokitties
plans to switch from Ethereum to FLOW in the future.
Tezos
Tezos is a blockchain network that operates on proof of stake and supports
the sale of NFT art.
Early history
Various parties have retrospectively claimed to have done things similar to
the modern NFT, e.g. Anil Dash. However, the term only gained currency
with the ERC-721 standard, rst proposed in 2017 via the Ethereum Github,
following the launch of various NFT projects that year. These include Curio
Cards, CryptoPunks (a project to trade unique cartoon characters,
released by the American studio Larva Labs on the Ethereum blockchain)
and the Decentraland platform. All three projects were referenced in the
original proposal along with Rare Pepe trading cards.
Public awareness (Late 2017–2021)
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Public awareness in NFTs began with the success of CryptoKitties, an online
game where players adopt and trade virtual cats. Soon after release, the
project went viral, raising a $12.5 million investment, with some kitties selling
for over $100,000 each. Following its success, CryptoKitties were added to
the ERC-721 standard, which was then nalized in January, 2018, and
afrmed the use of the term "NFT" to refer to "non-fungible tokens."
In 2018, Decentraland, a blockchain-based virtual world which rst sold its
tokens in August 2017, raised $26 million in an initial coin offering, and had a
$20 million internal economy as of September 2018. Following CryptoKitties'
success, another similar NFT-based online game Axie Innity was launched
in March 2018, which then proceeded to become the most expensive NFT
collection in May 2021.
In 2019, Nike patented a system called CryptoKicks that would use NFTs to
verify the authenticity of physical sneakers and give a virtual version of the
shoe to the customer.
In early 2020, the developer of CryptoKitties, Dapper Labs, released the
beta version of NBA TopShot, a project to sell tokenized collectibles of NBA
highlights. The project was built on top of Flow, a newer and more efcient
blockchain compared to Ethereum. Later that year, the project was
released to the public and reported over $230 million in gross sales as of
February 28, 2021.
The NFT market experienced rapid growth during 2020, with its value tripling
to $250 million. In the rst three months of 2021, more than $200 million were
spent on NFTs.
NFT buying surge (2021–present)
In 2021, interest in NFTs increased. Blockchains such as Ethereum, Flow, and
Tezos established specic standards to ensure that the digital item
represented are authentically one-of-a-kind. NFTs are now being used to
commodify digital assets in art, music, sports, and other popular
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entertainment, with most NFTs part of the Ethereum blockchain, while other
blockchains can implement their own versions of NFTs. A number of highprole sales were made just in the rst few months of the year. In February
2021, the musician Grimes sold around $6 million worth of tokens
representing digital art on Nifty Gateway. Later that month, an NFT
representing the meme animation Nyan Cat was sold in an Internet
marketplace for just under $600,000. On February 28, 2021, electronic
dance musician 3LAU sold a collection of 33 NFTs for a total of $11.7 million
to commemorate the three-year anniversary of his Ultraviolet album. On
March 5, 2021, the band Kings of Leon became the rst to sell a newly
released album, When You See Yourself, in the form of an NFT, generating a
reported $2 million in sales. On March 11, 2021, American digital artist
Beeple's work Everydays: The First 5000 Days became the rst NFT artwork to
be listed at prominent auction house Christie's and sold for $69.3 million. On
March 22, 2021, Jack Dorsey, founder of Twitter and Square, sold an NFT
representing his rst tweet for over $2.5 million.
The speculative market for NFTs has led more investors to trade at greater
volumes and rates. The NFT buying surge was called an economic bubble
by experts, who also compared it to the Dot-com bubble. By mid-April 2021,
demand appeared to have substantially subsided, causing prices to fall
signicantly; early buyers were reported to have "done supremely well" by
Bloomberg Businessweek. An NFT of the source code of the World Wide
Web, credited to internet inventor computer scientist Sir Tim Berners-Lee,
was auctioned in June 2021 by ''Sothebys in London, and was sold for US$5.4
million.
In September 2021, Sotheby's sold a bundle of 101 Bored Ape Yacht Club
NFTs for $24.4 million.[115] On October 1, 2021, Christie's auctioned a full set
of Curio Cards, plus the "17b" misprint, for ETH393 ($1.3 million at the time) –
the rst time live bidding at an auction was conducted in Ether.[116] A
Sotheby's sale later that month included a CryptoPunk, various cat-based
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NFTs and a Rare Pepe, PEPENOPOULOS, 2016, that sold for $3.6m. This was
the rst auction hosted on Sotheby's "Metaverse", a platform specically
dedicated to NFT collectors, intended to become a biannual event.
Popular culture
Popularity
In 2017, NFTs circulated by CryptoKitties, a project developed by Dapper
Labs to sell ownership of unique cat avatars, jumped so much in popularity
that a surge in demand took up signicant transaction space on the
Ethereum blockchain and slowed the entire Ethereum network in
December of that year.
NFTs became increasingly popular in the early months of 2021 because of
numerous high-prole sales, including an NBA Top Shot video clip of LeBron
James for $208,000, a 3LAU album for $11.7 million, and a piece by digital
artist Beeple for $69.3 million. NFT sales exceeded $220 million in March 2021
alone, making up nearly half of all-time NFT sales up to that point. This
renewed interest in NFTs, particularly those in art, music, and sports, made
way into public consciousness, especially amongst the younger
generation. A comedy skit on the March 27, 2021 episode of Saturday Night
Live satirized the popularity of NFTs; the skit was sold as an NFT itself for
$365,000 on April 6, 2021.
In 2021, many investors have been willing to pay high rates to secure and
promote NFTs, anticipating them to be the biggest and most protable
collectibles in the future. In April 2021, venture capitalist David Pakman
claimed that the growing value of NFTs was redening the major
entertainment industry. Investors like Mark Cuban have proposed new ways
of implementing NFT technology to monetize sports tickets and
merchandise sales.
Criticism
Storage off-chain
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NFTs involving digital art generally do not store the le on the blockchain
due to its size. The token functions in a way more similar to a certicate of
ownership, with a web address pointing to the piece of art in question,
making the art still subject to link rot.

Environmental concerns
NFT purchases and sales are enmeshed in a controversy regarding the highenergy use, and consequent greenhouse gas emissions, associated with
blockchain transactions. A major aspect of this is the proof-of-work protocol
required to regulate and verify blockchain transactions on networks such as
Ethereum, which consumes a large amount of electricity; Estimating the
carbon footprint of a given NFT transaction involves a variety of assumptions
about the manner in which that transaction is set up on the blockchain, the
economic behavior of blockchain miners (and the energy demands of
their mining equipment), as well as the amount of renewable energy being
used on these networks. There are also conceptual questions, such as
whether the carbon footprint estimate for an NFT purchase should
incorporate some portion of the ongoing energy demand of the underlying
network, or just the marginal impact of that particular purchase. An
analogy that's been described for this is the footprint associated with an
additional passenger on a given airline ight.
Some more recent NFT technologies use alternative validation protocols,
such as proof of stake, that have much less energy usage for a given
validation cycle. Other approaches to reducing electricity include the use
of off-chain transactions as part of minting an NFT. A number of NFT art sites
are also looking to address these concerns, and some are moving to using
technologies and protocols with lower associated footprints. Others now
allow the option of buying carbon offsets when making NFT purchases,
although the environmental benets of this have been questioned.[138] In
some instances, NFT artists have decided against selling some of their own
work to limit carbon emission contributions.
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